
Global healthcare company Novo Nordisk 
experienced double-digit growth year over year for 
four years and added over 10,000 new employees.

Their travel program was fragmented and lacked 
transparency, with no global mandate across their  
39 markets. The company’s growth amplified their 
need for better travel forecasting and consistency.

Using industry benchmarking, Novo Nordisk found 
that their hotel and airline programs were delivering 
robust savings in a few key markets, however 
they were not implemented globally, and without 
consolidated data, they were unable to take full 
advantage of hard-won supplier agreements. 

The company set out to partner with a TMC that could 
support their global needs in a way that empowered 
their local affiliates to take part in the process.

Radius Travel was selected.
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Radius Travel worked closely with the Novo Nordisk team to 
accomplish the following:

+  Phased implementation. Local affiliates were brought in early to 
ensure that key influencers were fully engaged and equipped with 
the proper tools, including customizable communication plans, 
that would ensure the greatest buy-in for local offices. The phased 
approach gave us the opportunity to replicate lessons learned as 
more markets went live.

+  Program transparency. The first step to achieving greater 
spend visibility and consolidated reporting was to implement 
globally standardized data requirements. For example, consistent 
application of trip reason codes made internal benchmarking 
possible. Standardized consolidated reporting provided visibility 
into areas such as unused air tickets. For example, $1.3 million in 
unused air tickets was reduced to $20 thousand in the first year.

+  Policy adoption. A new global policy was introduced to balance 
managing costs and traveler satisfaction. Advance booking of  
14+ days is now well over 66% of air purchased. The Radius Global 
Account Manager continues to drive adoption by working with local 
stakeholders to educate and encourage compliance.

+  Consistent service. Radius member agencies are required to 
report on over 20 performance metrics monthly to deliver on 
our service level commitment. These metrics are then used 
to calculate a combined percentage of service quality and 
consistency. By the close of the first year, every Radius member 
earned over 95%.

TODAY

Novo Nordisk’s program is consolidated across 17 markets and 87% 
of spend. Implementation was rolled out simultaneously with their 
sister company, Novozymes. Their combined buying power allowed 
for a $3M USD savings target, driven by supplier negotiation and 
optimization, online adoption and policy compliance.

Now well on our way to achieving Novo Nordisk’s $3M USD  
savings plan, we continue to seek out ways to expand the  
travel program’s success together. 
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